LISTENING

SECTION 1, Questions 1–10
1  city centre
2  transport centre
3  12,000 sq( square ) m( metres )
4  forty/40
5  wheelchair
6  July
7  walls/paritions
8  kitchen
9  carpet
10  three years/ys

SECTION 2, Questions 11–20
11  job
12  career goals
13  qualification(s)
14  grades
15  A
16  C
17  B
18  A
19  B
20  C

SECTION 3, Questions 21–30
21  questionnaires
22  loss of control
23  preoccupation
24  loss of relationships
25  escape
26  shyness
27  alienation
28  strangers
29  negative
30  guidance

SECTION 4, Questions 31–40
31  eastern Atlantic
32  political
33  Ireland
34  Ireland/Eire
35  England
36  Man
37  confusion
38  County
39  English
40  colonial